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Abstract : 

(A,E) and (AE,E) bidimensional spectra have been measured for the 
W A r + 6 BZn reaction at 27.6 MeV/A incident energy. Both project i le- l ik» 
fragaents and products resulting from low energy dissipative processes are 
observed. The analysis of the velocity spectra, isotope distributions and 
momentum widths, shows that the production of p ro jec t i l e - l i ke fragments Is 
due essential ly to a pro ject i le fragmentation process. A sudden change 1n 

3B 36 
the momentum widths between the S ans S e j e c t f l e s has been observed 
Indicating the presence of direct few nucléon transfer reactions. 

* Experiment performed at GANIL, Caen, France. 
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i. mnunmoj! 

Somewhere between 10 and 100 ReV/A, a change In the mechanise) for 
reactions Induced by heavy Ion collisions, «ay occur. The low energy range 
(E s 10 NeV/A) is characterized by a variety of mechanisms ranging from quasi-
elastic and deep inelastic to complete fusion reactions. The high energy range 
(E « 100 HeV/A) teem to be dominated mainly by a projectile fragmentation 
process. The possible transition between these two règnes is expected in 
the energy region (I5-4Q MeV/A), where the projectile velocity approaches 
the velocity of sound in nuclear matter ( t 14 MeV/A) and the Fernl velocity 
<* 40 HeV/A). 

Up to now, In this intermediate energy region, several experiments have 
1-3 

provided data on projectile-like fragments, with light Incident Ions 
( N e , 1 6 0 , i2C} ; the associated mechanisms are s t i l l under discussion, they 
can be Interpreted 1n terms of projectile fragmentation process or quasi-
elastic transfer reactions. Guerreau et a), and Borrel et a l . have recently 
Investigated the 4 0 Ar + 5 8N1 and 4 0 Ar + 1 9 7 Au reactions at 44 MeV/A t they have 
shown that the production of projectile-like nuclei is essentially <iue to the 
projectile fragmentation and they have pointed out that there is tone persis
tence of dlsslpatlw phenomena arj also transfer reactions. Similar results 
have been obtained very recently by Dayras et a l . 1n the study of the 
* W • 2 , A l and * V • Ti reactions at 44 He*/A. 

In order to study the compétition between the quasi-elastic and the 
projectile fragmentation process, we investigated the * A r * **lr> system 
at 27.6 NeV/A. 

I I . EXPEMHE IfTAl HWCEPUPE 

The experiment, presented here, has been performed using the Ar bean 
from) the 6AHIL accelerator. The 27.6 Hev/A incident energy was obtained by 
degrading a 44 NeV/A *°Ar beam in a 0.6 • • graphite block followed by magnetic 
analysis : a typical beam intensity was 1 0 , J particles/s and the energy 
resolution AE/E - 5- I0" 4 . The "V» target «as 709 rglaf. He wed two kinds 
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of detectors to make inclusive measurements for the Ar + system ; saw 
measurements on a Gold target (400 iig/cm') have been also performed. In the 
angular range 3* < S s 7% «e measured the mass A and the atomic number Z of 
the reaction products, by means of a time-of-flight spectrometer with aim 
flight path and a solid angle of n •». 2-io" s sr. The start consisted of carbon 
foil associated with a chevron channel plate system ; the stop «ras a two member 
telescope consisting of silicon detectors (100 urn, 4600 inn). For 8 * 7", we 
used a three meaner silicon telescope located in the reaction chamber (105 un, 
400 iaa. 4100 m ) . This set-up allowed unambiguous mass and Z Identifications 
for all elements of Interest. 

I I I . RESULTS AMD DISCUSSION 

A typical mass-energy map obtained at 9 » 5° is shown In F1g. 1. For 
a rough idea about the origin of each events group, we have made some very 
simple calculations : i ) The dotted line indicates the calculated energy for 
ejecti les moving with the beam velocity (v ), i i ) The dashed-dotted curve 
corresponds to fragments resulting from fusion-fission, i i i ) The da;hed line 
is calculated with the assumption that the fragments move with the compound 
nucleu: velocity. 

Fig. 1 .- Haas-energy hidinensintioi taeetonm meaahrvd 
at 8 = S". The meaning o] t'ie difjermt 
curves i s vaplniwA in thti text. 
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Fro* this f i rst analysis, we can remark that the observed spectra 
exhibit an intermediate picture between those observed at low and high 
energy regimes ; this picture 1s characterized by : 

- the presence of a high energy component associated with products 
moving with velocititles (v_) close to the beam velocity. Also, products 
heavier than Ar with v p •>. v_ are observed indicating the presence of direct 
nuclear transfer reactions. 

- the reminiscence of a significant part of relaxed fragments with 
nearly isotropic angular distributions in the angular range 3° - 7° ; their 
origin may be complete or incomplete fusion. 

- between these two components, there is a continuous transition 
r-rresponding to the deep inelastic products. 

In this paper, we will restrict ourselves to the analysis of the 
projectile-!1ke fragments (v- % v„). 

Some typical examples of the velocity spectra, 
obtained at 9 * 3", are shown in Fig. 2. These 
spectra are peaked at velocities close to the beam 
velocity, with a rapid fall-off on the high velocity 
side and a longer tail on the lew velocity side. The 
presence of such a peak in the vicinity of the pro
jecti le velocity suggests that the predominant 
mechanism is a high energy process such as projec
t i le fragmentation. In order to compare our data to 
the Goldhaber model , we extracted the velocity 
widths by fitting a Gaussian to all data down to 
one-half maximum on low-velocity side of peak. He 
used this Gaussian analysis to deduce the isotope 
distributions and the •omentum widths. 

Fig. i. : r-eme typical exiwplaa nf vpin.-ity .irv»t»ir« 
^Xf>HKfiord in pmjprtiJf veln^itu units 
rbt&rvcd at Z°. Poli J liner- nrr* fi'n 
rxltliVH^'I in thr text» 
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») ÎSOtKg.ûtîribjitlsns : 

The Isotope distributions obtained by intégration between 3" and 7* are 
shown In F1g. 3a for elements ranging fro» Z = 6 to Z • 17 ; each element has 
an average of 7 Isotopes. These distributions are similar to those observed at 
higher energies by Guerreau et a l . 4 (at 44 MeV/A) and Vlyogl et a l . 8 (at 
Z13 MeV/A) ; this 1s Illustrated in Fig. 3b in the case of the Silicon eleaent. 

Pig. i : 
Isotope distributions measured 
betaeen 9" and 7e for the 
«**• * **Zn reaction at 
87.8 HeV/A. In b) ths Silicon 
distributions mwvrtd with 
both targets s*Zn mi 1!>?Au 
are compared with mnulto 
obtained at 1-nwir * and 
higher energy *» ê (nee text) 

Such an observation Beans that, at 27 HeV/A, the predominant •ecnairfsai should 
also be a projectile fragmentation process. In addition, I t Is interesting to 
point out that for both targets Zn and Au, the centrolds of the observed 
distributions are very close to one another indicating that there fs no 
significant correlation with target mass ; whereas Guerreau et a l . have 
observed a snail shift (0.3 u) between Ar + Ni and Ar • Au at 44 HaY/A. The 
Fig. 3a shows that the saee Gaussian shape is obtained for all elements 

except for S and CI where deviations, due to the a and p stripping processes 
36 39 

(leading to S and CI), are observed. These deviations, resulting essen
t ial ly fro» the distributions measured at 3° , disappear at angles backward 
the grazing angle ( B _ * 4*) . Guerreau et a l . bave already noticed the 
existence of this effect for the 44 Ret/A Ar • Au system. 
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c) *R!PiUB.»yt!!s_z.?5îly5i5.iO-ÏÊ™5.9Î.S!§-!??^ïL9f.§?W!!âber : 

In rig. 4a the Momentum widths (a) , extracted fro» the Gaussian f i t of 

the velocity spectra, are plotted against the ejectile mass. The projectile 

fragmentation model of Goldhaber well reproduces the widths (o) measured 

In relativistic energy experiments according to the formula 

"* ' °oV*P ' *F> < \ " X> 
-1 

where Ap and A» are respectively the fragment and projectile mass and o>. 1s 
related to the Fermi momentum nf the projectile. This parabolic law gives a 
good description of the general trend of the present data : theo 0 extracted 
value (109 MeV/c) is somewhat higher than those generally obtained at rela-

a in 

tivistic energies ' (•»• 90 MeV/c) ; it is however very similar to the 
values (i- 110 HeV/c) given by Monitz et al. (from elastic scattering 
measurements) and by Borrel et al. (at 44 MeV/A). Thus, the data, obtained 
In the prMnnt work, seem to support the model nf Roldhaber ; however a values 
smaller than those calculated »re observed for ejectiles with A_ a 36. 

/••r"f7 - 4 : 

a) Mmmit'tm widths a plotted ou a 
fim^tîrni ,\f the tsjectil-c imffa at 
G • J ° . 7Vw ootid maw txrvcspondtt 
î ? the piwabolic predictions mth 
a0 = 109 HaV/o i the brnken nave» 
indicate the Kbits of a uhen cne 
mtnmeo at 10 X uncertainty vn 0 0 . 

b) <r,j value» obtained f»r the ." 
iantepe* ; Hr linos nrr n flm".*. 
in /ft» eye. 
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Looking at the results in more detai ls, a sudden decrease of o between the 

S and S ejecti les can be pointed out. This is shown in Fig. 4b where the 

a widths for the S isotopes, expressed in terms of a values, are plotted as 

a function of the eject i le mass. Such a change in the a values indicates 

that we observe, here, fragments resulting from a competition between the 

projecti le fragmentation and few nucléon transfer processes. Notice that, 
35s 

obtained in a recent investigation of the quasi-elastic transfer reactions at 
3 

30 MeV/A . This change in the a observed at 3° and also at 5° disappears at 

larger angles as it is shown in Fig. 5a for the S and S isctopes. Close to 

8 , the « transfer process is the predominant mechanism for the S isotope ; 
9" 35 35 

at 9 > 5" both S and S result from the same mechanism. On the other hand, 

the increase of « as a function of 9, also observed for all ejectiles, is due 

to the influence of the low energy tail observed in the velocity spectra. 

finally, the angular distributions obtained for the 5 isotopes (Fig. 5b) show 

that their slopes change between S and S. This is an additional nrgument 

in favour of the presence of few nucléon transfer reactions campeto ting with 

projectile fragmentation process at 27 MeV/A. 

Fig. 5 : 

tï) OQ Values plotted against 
the detection angle for the 
$!>$ and 36<j ejectil-as ; the 
(THWf! are a guide to the 
eye. 

b) Angular distributions 
measured fov the S isotopes; 
the lines are a guide to 
Ov* eye. 
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IV. SUMMARY 

The investigation of the 27.6 HeV/A Ar + 7 n system shows that, we 
observe an intermediate picture between those known at low and high energies. 
This picture is characterized by the reminiscence of a significant part of 
relaxed products and the presence of a high energy component. The analysis 
of the project i le- l ike fragments in terms of the Goldhaber model indicates 
that : i ) For ejecti les with Ap < A~ - 1 , the predominant mechanism is similar 
to the projecti le fragmentation process observed at higher energies, i i ) For 
ejecti les with A~ s Ap - 4, the quasi-elastic transfer processes are important. 
The sudden decrease in the momentum widths, between S and 5 isotopes 
i l lustrates the competition between the projecti le fragmentation and few 
nucléon transfer processes. 
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